
The Wittenberg Early Career Research Fellowship 

2023 

The Wittenberg Fellows Program is an all-expense-

paid summer course for students and researchers 

interestend in the history and theology of the 

Reformation. It offers an unique access to this story 

that changed the course of history by: 

− visiting the original sites, 

− exploring and discussing historically 

important sources, 

− getting to know the practice of Reformation 

research in Germany, 

− meeting distinguished Reformation scholars 

personally. 

For the next Wittenberg Summer Course (June 4–July 2, 2023) the Wittenberg Center for Reformation 

Studies (WCRS) and the Reformationsgeschichtliche Forschungsbibliothek Wittenberg (RFB) invite an 

Early Career Research Fellow to Wittenberg to pursue his/her research. In Wittenberg the Reformation 

Research Library (RFB), the City and Parish Archives, and the Luther House offer great possibilities for 

exploring the history of the Reformation and its impact on early modern church and society. From 

Wittenberg one can reach Berlin, Halle, Dessau, and Leipzig within an hour by train, Jena, Weimar, and 

Wolfenbüttel are also not far away. 

The Fellowship offers: 

− flight ticket, 

− accommodation in an apartment in Wittenberg, 

− stipend for living expenses, 

− grant for research expenses. 

The Research Fellow has the right to participate in all the activities of the Student Fellows’ Summer 

Course (course program, guest lectures, on-site excursions, weekend excursions). The directors of the 

Wittenberg Center and its academic advisors are willing to give every possible support. The Fellow is 

expected to present his/her research in one afternoon session to the Student Fellows. 

You can apply for the Wittenberg Early Career Research Fellowship 

− if you have earned you PhD in the last five years or are about to finish it within the coming year 

and 

− if a four-week stay in Wittenberg is important for your current research. 

If you are interested in becoming Wittenberg Research Fellow, please write to Andreas Stegmann until 

December 15, 2022. Tell us your name, your mailing address, your e-mail-address, your academic qual-

ifications, list your most important publications and describe your planned research project for Wit-

tenberg. Please tell us, whom we can contact for a recommendation. 

Contact Dr Ashley Null  ashley.null@cantab.net 

Dr Andreas Stegmann stegmann@wittenbergcenter.de 

www.wittenbergcenter.de 


